Tactical Interrogation Report

FROM: [Redacted]
TO: Coalition Forces

SUBJ: TACTICAL INTERROGATION REPORT

Name of Detainee: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
Report No: [Redacted]
Alias: None
Shaykh: 'Adnan Hasan
Captive Tag #: M060108-01
Interrogator: [Redacted]
Date/Time: 280140C JAN 08
Language Used: AD
Interpreter: [Redacted]
Maps Used: None

Part I: Capture Information

1. Date/Time: 060137C JAN 08
2. Place/OBJ

[Redacted]

Ustaz Ahmad is ultimately responsible for approving attacks by AQIZ fighters on proposed targets.
Part II: Administrative

A. Personal Particulars of Detainee

1. Full Name: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
2. Nationality: Iz
3. Ethnicity: Arab
4. Languages and Proficiency: AD (N), EN (P), TK (G)
5. Date/Place of birth: October 1976/Mahalabiyah, Mosul
6. Sex: Male
7. Marital Status: Married, one wife
8. Religion: Muslim-Sunni, Sufi
9. Occupation: Imam at al-Furqan Mosque, Mosul
11. Civilian Education: Master's Degree in Quran Science, Mosul University
12. Children: One boy, no girls

B. Features

Current Eye Color: Brown
Current Hair Color: Black
Current Height: 68 inches
Current Weight: 223 Pounds
Comments: No scars, no tattoos

Part III: Information Obtained:

Summary:

- [Redacted]
- Detainee provided information on Hazim, aka Abu Raqayya an AAS liaison to the ISi.
- Detainee discussed attempts by ISi to coordinate a joint operation with JAI and AAS.
- Detainee provided information on Abu 'Azzam a Saudi FT.
- [Redacted]
Detainee provided atmospherics on names of interest.

**Hazim, aka Abu Raqayya** is an AAS member who serves as a liaison between AAS and the Isi. Hazim spends a lot of time at the Suq al-Ma'ash with Isi fighters from the right (west) side of Mosul.

**Abu 'Umar** the former Wali of Mosul attempted to organize a joint military operation with the members of JAI, AAS and the Isi. AAS and JAI did not agree on the mission and the operation was never conducted. The Isi is always attempting to recruit JAI and AAS members and the organizations as a whole into a united ACF group under the Isi banner. Several JAI and AAS members have quit their respective groups and joined the Isi. Abu 'Umar is a former JAI member and **Anmar**, the former Wali of Mosul, was also a JAI member prior to joining the Isi.

**Abu 'Azzam al-Saudi** is a FT who was working as a fighter on the right side of Mosul at the time of Detainee's capture. Abu 'Azzam entered Mosul approximately two months ago just prior to Jar Allah's move to Mosul. Detainee does not know what area Abu 'Azzam was operating in prior to coming to Mosul. Detainee does not know who brought Abu 'Azzam to Mosul. Abu 'Azzam was close to **Abu Nasir** who was working with **Haydar al-Afiri**'s group in west Mosul. Detainee saw Abu 'Azzam with Haydar and Abu Nasir in **Abu Qasim's** safe house in west Mosul. Abu 'Azzam can also be seen with fighters on the west side of Mosul at the Suq al-Ma'ash Market.

Detainee last saw Abu 'Azzam in the Suq al-Ma'ash two days after the death of Haydar al-Afiri and Abu Nasir. Haydar, Abu Nasir and Abu Qasim were killed during a CF attack on Abu Qasim's safe house. Detainee was surprised to see Abu 'Azzam because Detainee thought that Abu 'Azzam was also killed during the attack. Detainee provided the following description of Abu 'Azzam:

**INDIVIDUAL**

Name: Unknown  
Alias: Abu 'Azzam al-Saudi  
Role in insurgency: Isi fighter  
Links with other insurgents: Haydar al-Afiri, Abu Qasim, Abu Nasir  
Age: Early 30s  
Height: 65 inches  
Weight: 140 to 145 pounds  
Build: Skinny  
Hair: Black  
Hairstyle: Combed back, receding hairline  
Eyes: Black
Glasses: None
Facial Hair: Thin mustache and beard
Clothing: Pants and shirt
Scars, Marks, Tattoos: None
Distinguishing Characteristics: Long, skinny face
Jewelry: None
Skin Color: Dark skin
Teeth: Full, regular
Nationality: SA
Ethnicity: Arab
Languages: AD, Saudi dialect
Married: No
Children: None

Weapons: Yes, unknown type
Abu 'Azzam was always at the Suq al-Ma'ash prior to the death of Haydar al-Afiri
No deception indicated.

Part IV: Remarks:

Detainee is providing a lot of information on ISI associates. Detainee seems to be more cooperative with every session. Detainee claimed that he is out of information and is anxious to know his disposition after questioning.